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Abstract 
Concerns about the capacity of understanding and making predictions on the human behaviour were supported by immediate 
personal interests and wider social interests. Their understanding and prediction of the behavior has a prescientific history based 
on phrenology and astrology, subsequently reaching a scientific approach embodied by psychological measurement. The 
objective research of the mental phenomena, which started in the last decades of the nineteenth century, targeted the general laws 
and the main features that can be noticed in the conduct of any person. In spite of the diversity of the branches of psychology, 
much of the experimental research continued in the same direction. This article provides a summary of the most important 
approaches of the behavior in psychology, and highlighting its many meanings. To have an overview of the human behavior it is 
necessary to restore the fragments; this phenomenon is difficult to achieve because of the misunderstandings of methodological 
and conceptual level in the branches of psychology. From this reason it is proposed to approach the behavior from a 
transdisciplinary perspective, providing a more unified insight due to the third party and levels of reality. Thus the complexity 
and multidimensionality of human behavior can be understood. Behavior can be explained by taking into account both personal 
experience and social and cultural context in which it occurs, the mental state of the person who commits a behavior, and 
personality structure, or the physiological, neurological or the genetic influences. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. The concept of behavior in psychology 
The psychology dictionary states that the term behavior means ”the activity of an organism interacting with its 
environment” (Doron and Parot, 1999). The term refers to all activities in general or to a given activity. It also refers 
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to the ”adaptive responses assembly that a body equipped with the nervous system performs as a response to the 
stimuli of environment which are also objectively observable (Neveanu, 1978).  
The concept is highlighted in the early twentieth century by Henri Pieron (1908) in France, and John Broadus 
Watson (1913) in the United States. The term is historically associated with the psychology object redefinition 
proposed by behaviorism psychology.  
The behavior is defined as a total response of an organism, in reply to living circumstances, depending on the 
environmental stimulation and its internal tension of successive movements which are oriented in a significant way. 
The behavior designates the way to be and to act through the observable manifestations. The meaning and the 
direction of adaptive behavior are of a major importance.  
In the narrow sense, the notion of behavior is limited to directly observable body activities, which excludes at 
least at first glance, states of consciousness, thoughts, feelings, representations and other internal activities. The 
behavior is therefore ”the most obvious aspect of the personality, the most readily observable and at the same time, 
most likely to be subject to interpretation” (Popa-Velea, Ovidiu, 2010).  
In the broad sense, the notion extends to internal activities and meets the notion of conduct proposed by Pierre 
Janet, meaning the activity or action in all its forms: internal- subjective and external-motor and always considering 
the unity of mental and behavioral facts. Therefore the conduct term includes both the external behavior and the 
internal behavior. The conduct is the action or the activity in all its forms, the mentally and motor way to lead an 
action of the subject in a given situation or in a typical one. Unlike behavior, conduct includes internal subjective 
phenomena, bringing together at the organic level both mental and behavioral facts.  
Comparing the definitions, it appears that while the behavior sphere is limited to the objective and observable 
reactions, the conduct includes also objective and subjective- internal phenomena, representing the unity of mental 
and behavioral facts.  
The conduct is neither reduced to objective data such as motor and secretory responses, as the behaviorists 
understand them, nor to the simple responses of the examined body in its environment. The conduct is a response to 
a motivation, putting into play the psychological, motor and physiological components. In this latter perspective, the 
direct observable is not taken as important criteria, psychology assuming among other things, the task of overcoming 
the immediate direct observation conditions, making events accessible until then they were inconspicuous. Unlike 
behavior that is limited in the sphere of objective and observable reactions, the conduct includes internal subjective 
phenomena, bringing together organically the mental and the behavior facts. Thus psychic, sensory, intellect and 
emotional processes are designed as a kind of internal behavior.  
Andrei Cosmovici has a unified approach (Cosmovici, 1996) saying that it is important to understand the 
behavior of references to the body and especially of references to the social environment and psychic structure. The 
psychic structure is generated mainly by experience; the psychic system consists of specific concepts, traits of 
temperament and character, certain feelings and memories, etc. Thus the understanding of human behavior implies 
reference to three factors, the man being a biopsychosocial individual.  
Birch Ann (Birch & Hayward, 1999) notes that both heredity and environment influences the behavior. By acting 
on the same genetic structures, different types of environment can cause different behaviors. Also, genetically 
different individuals, submitted to the same environmental influences, can exhibit different behaviors. So, heredity 
and environment interact, and what is important is the way one’s variations acts upon the other within the 
relationship. Specifically, psychology studies the people’s behavior, meaning all the psychological reactions: words, 
actions, expressions. But a psychologist also needs information concerning internal experiences which are 
externalized through verbal testimony and descriptions. This information is important to the extent that they are 
consistent in many individuals.  
The behavior is thus the most expressive form of combining the social and the psychological with hereditary. The 
psychic phenomena become psychosocial when they acquire behavior direction  and their implicit internal 
component is doubled by an explicit external manifestation.  
1.1. Multiple approaches of  behavior 
One important issue in the specialized literature has been, throughout time, the very terms in which the behavior 
is addressed. For example, depending on the subject of a discipline or its theoretical paradigm, emphasis can be 
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strictly on its material and neurophysiological substrate (a behavior can be the result of the neuronal chain possibly 
coupled with chemical support messengers), or on the psychological mechanisms that support or initiate a behavior 
(a behavior can be the result of learning, a need, a compliance or avoidance). Also the emphasis can be on the role 
of macro-social or cultural determinants in the normal and pathological behavior (the delinquent behavior can be a 
result of social pressures). Psychology though may relate and explain some simple behaviors, generally focuses on 
more complex behaviors, some normal, others abnormal and other pathological providing criteria to fit into one 
category or another. Depending on the type of the studied behavior different branches can be distinguished such as 
behavioral psychology, psychology of religion, psychosomatic, clinical psychology, educational psychology, social 
psychology, etc.  
1.2. The need for different approaches of behavior 
In order to have a unified overview of behavior is needed to rebuild the fragments, which is difficult to achieve 
due to misunderstandings of methodological and conceptual level, in the branches of psychology. An equally 
difficult problem to solve is that of consensus concerning the definition of terms and concepts used. The behaviors 
are explained by mental processes, or through neurophysiological processes, or through social and cultural 
processes, etc. One can observe that the behavior is often reduced to the neurophysiological process that generates it 
or to the social context in which it occurs, or to the mental processes behind it. Cosmovici states that behavior can 
be understood by relating to personal experience as well as biological and psychological structure, but also to the 
environment. Although it is complex and profound the disciplinary approach is performed on only one level of 
reality and cannot capture the multilevel nature of the studied phenomenon. The behavior cannot be explained only 
through personal experience, or simply social and cultural context in which it occurs, or mental state of the person 
who commits a behavior or personality structure, or influence the physiological, neurological, or genetic. Personal 
experience or social or cultural context in which a behavior occurs, or even the psychological state of the person 
committing the behavior, and not even the physiological, neurological, or genetic influences, if considered 
separately or on one level of reality are not sufficient to explain the behavior. It is possible to consider all these 
factors simultaneously only taking into account the key concepts of transdisciplinarity as levels of reality and 
included third, proposed by Basarab Nicolescu (Nicolescu, 2009). The understanding of the behavior can be 
completed if taking into account the concept of level of reality. Thus it can be understood the complexity and the 
multidimensional nature of behavior.
2. Transdisciplinary approach of behavior 
 Basarab Nicolescu defines reality as that which resists to our experiences, representations, descriptions, images 
or even mathematical formalization, with a trans-subjective dimension. The level of reality ”is an invariant set of 
systems to the action of a number of general laws” (Nicolescu, 2009). Two levels of reality are different, if going 
from one to another, there is a breaking of the basic laws and concepts such as, causality. The transition from one 
level of reality to another involves a rupture of the laws and basic concepts. The laws that apply to a level of reality 
are different from the one that applies to another level of reality. Two adjacent levels are connected by the logic of 
the included middle. The included middle T, situated on a level of reality is linked to an antagonistic couple A and 
non-A located on a proximal level. Status T operates the unification of opposites A and non-A, but this unification is 
on a different level of reality where A and non-A  are located. The axiom of non-contradiction is respected in the 
process. 
The logic of the included middle describes the coherence between the levels of reality, with the following steps: 
x An antagonistic couple A0 and non-A0, located at a level of reality is unified by state T1 located to a 
proximate level of reality. 
x T1 state is related to an antagonistic couple A1 and non-A1, located on its own level of reality. 
x An antagonistic couple A1 and non-A1, is itself unified by a T2 state located on a third level of reality. 
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                                LR 2                                              T2
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Figure 1.  The coherence of levels of reality 
This process continues until all levels of reality, known or to be known, without ever be able to reach a 
completely unified theory. In this respect one can speak of an evolution of knowledge without ever be able to reach 
an absolute non-contradiction involving all levels of reality. Thus, the knowledge is forever open. The action of the 
included middle logic upon the different levels of Reality induces an open structure of all levels of reality. The unity 
linking all levels of reality, if there is one, should be an open unit. There is a consistency of the levels of reality 
assemblies, but that consistency is oriented: an arrow is placed for any transmission of information from one level to 
another. 
2.1. The human behavior as the included middle 
From the logical axiom point of view, the behavior represents the T state or the included middle which connects 
an antagonistic couple: A- feelings and internal representations, emotions, mental processes (cognitive, stimulants, 
regulatory) and non-A, their external expressions. The antagonistic couple, namely the subjective state and internal 
experiences, the external expressions, social influences, education and family, located on a level of reality is linked 
by T state at a proximate level of reality. The T state is in this case the behavior. 
The behavior is thus simultaneously a subjective and objective experience, an experienced and an observed state. 
So the behavior is the unification, the link between the internal, subjective and psychological experiences and the 
external, objective, social ones. The two conflicting environments at the same level of reality are merged at another 
level of reality by behavior. 
For the psychic level the ternary {A, non-A, the included third} is: 
x A is the psychic and the mental processes (sensations, perceptions, representations, memories, emotions, feelings, 
thoughts, ideas, beliefs, desires, expectations and so on, about our own evolution, for instance)
x Non-A is the external expression of internal state through the body: verbal (spoken word, writing), nonverbal 
communication (gestures, facial expressions, and pantomime), body position, but the influences that come from 
other human beings (bodies) - the social context; these influences, the social body, having the role of changing 
the behavior. 
Permanent collision of the internal experiences and images (cognitive, regulatory and stimulants mechanisms) 
and their external manifestation, experiences of others and the social, cultural and religious influences generate 
adaptive, evolutionary behaviors. 
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Figure 2. The human behavior as the included middle 
The behavior creates a bridge between body and psyche, tending towards equilibrium. The behavior unifies the 
conflicting couple represented by perceptions, motivations, emotions, beliefs and their external, objective 
expressions, gestures, postures, physiological changes within a social context (family, community, religion and 
culture). The subjective experiences constitute into an open system in constant exchange with other people's 
experiences, and this exchange generates developments in adaptive behaviors to another level of reality that we can 
call the level of sensitiveness.  
The transdisciplinary approach provides to the behavior a unified and complete perspective, by the interaction of 
the reality levels, complementing the approaches offered by psychology. 
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